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EMILY BRADY

Imaginationand the Aesthetic Appreciationof Nature

We are familiar with the ways in which the aesthetic response to art is guided by features of
both the work and the individual subject, but
what guides our aesthetic appreciation of nature? When we interpretand evaluate a painting, the perceptual features of the work guide
our visual and imaginative exploration of the
canvas, and we find meaning throughthese features as viewed within the frameworkof backgroundknowledge of the painting, feelings, and
associations. My appreciationof David's Cupid
and Psyche is guided by the perceptualfeatures
of the painting-I recognize a smiling young
man with his arm drapedover the female figure.
If I know the myth, I know that the painting
shows Cupid after he has seduced the beautiful
Psyche, who lies satisfied beside him. I delight
in the utter arroganceof his sensuous pose, the
smile which borderson a smirk, and I judge the
painting to be the best depiction of the myth,
finely executed and expressive of the myth'sentire narrative in a single pictorial moment.
When we turn to nature,however,aesthetic appreciationlacks the guidance of an artistic context. Various naturalobjects'-beetles, buttercups, seascapes, or landscapes-lack a human
maker,an artist, and also an artistic context in
respect of the type of artwork,e.g., painting or
sculpture,and in respect of style, e.g., cubist or
surrealist. In my enjoyment of the soft bluegreen skyline of the Blue Ridge Mountains,my
appreciation is guided by what I see, colors,
shapes, texture,as well as folklore and otherassociations, but it is not directedby an artist or a
body of artworks.The comparisonof art and nature appreciation highlights the problem that
arises when artistic context is absent from aesthetic appreciation;what replaces artistic context in the appreciationof nature?What frames

our aesthetic interpretationand evaluation of
buttercupsand seascapes?
Two opposing positions have been offered to
solve this problem, a science-based approach2
and a nonscience-basedapproach.3In this paper
I suggest a solution to the problemby pointing
to the drawbacksof the science-based approach.
I argue that the foundationof the science-based
model is flawed, and that scientific knowledge
is too constrainingas a guide for appreciationof
naturequa aesthetic object. I offer an alternative, a nonscience-basedapproach,which makes
perception and imagination central to guiding
aesthetic appreciation.
II

The science-based approachmaintainsthat scientific knowledge guides our aesthetic appreciation of nature. Allen Carlson's "naturalenvironmental model" draws on Kendall Walton's
"Categoriesof Art" to argue that knowledge of
the natural sciences and their "commonsense
predecessors and analogues" replaces artistic
context in our appreciation of nature. Walton
claims thatappropriateaesthetic appreciationof
art depends on having knowledge of art history
and criticism which enables us to perceive it in
the correctcategory;for example, we appreciate
Cupid and Psyche inappropriatelyif we perceive it in the category of a postimpressionist
work.4By analogy,Carlsonarguesthatthereare
correct categories for the aesthetic appreciation
of nature.These categories are fixed by scientific knowledge so that, for example, correct
aesthetic appreciationof a whale must involve
viewing it in the correct category of a mammal
(ratherthan as a fish).5
If one agrees with Walton'sargument, it is
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convenient to appeal to natural history instead

of art history to determineappropriateappreciative categoriesfor nature.As artifacts,paintings
can be contextualizedaccordingto theirhistory;
and for naturalobjects, why not turnto theirhistory-ecology and geology. But a closer look
reveals a weakness in the analogy as well as
more general problems with the science-based
approach. The first problem involves understanding what counts as the scientific knowledge which is supposedto guide appreciationin
the naturalenvironmentalmodel. In a response
to Noel Carroll'scriticisms of the model, Carlson says:
The primarycase Carrollpresentsof somethingthat
is notmeantto be commonsense
knowledgeof nature
in therelevantsenseis, in thewaterfallexample,"that
the stuffthatis fallingdownis water."However,it is
notcompletelyclearwhysuchknowledgeis notcommonsenseknowledgein the relevantsense.Is it not
the productof the commonsensepredecessorsand
analoguesof naturalscience?6
In these remarks,Carlsonminimizes his knowledge requirementin such a way as to make it ineffective for determining the categories of appreciation he wants. If all that is needed to fix
appropriateappreciationis having a concept of
the object, then this knowledge cannot do the
work that Carlson requiresof it. By his own argument, it would appearthatto appreciatea waterfall we need to know not just that it is water,
but that it is a waterfall, i.e., it is a lot of water
pouringwith greatforce, having been channeled
througha relativelynarrowarea.Only this depth
of knowledge would equip us to appreciatethe
waterfall's grandeur. This point fits with the
whale example above, where he claims that appropriateappreciationrequires not merely that
we know it is a whale, but also that we perceive
it as a mammal because we would be unable to
appreciateits grace if we perceive it as a fish.7
Furthermore, Carlson bases the depth of
knowledge required by reference to Walton's
categories of art, which involve knowledge of
art history and criticism, yet the analogy breaks
down in the waterfall example. Here Carlson is
willing to weaken his requirementto identifying
an object under a general category-the stuff
that is falling down is water,not soil-yet this is
not analogous to Walton'scategories, in which
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correct appreciation involves more specific
knowledge than the capacity to identify a work
of art as a painting as opposed to a sculpture.
For example, to correctlyjudge Picasso's Guernica, we must perceive it in the more specific
category of a cubist ratherthan an impressionist
painting.

The consequence of the disanalogyis that the
naturalenvironmentalmodel cannot provide a
clear answer to the problem of what grounds
aesthetic appreciationof nature.This weakness
is internal to Carlson's own strategy of replacing artistic categories with scientific ones: the
strengthof his categories is lost when he generalizes them so much as to include everyday
knowledge of objects. To avoid this, we might
rely on remarks by Carlson which indicate a
much stronger scientific foundation for his
model, but if this path is chosen further problems emerge. I returnto Carlson's response to
Carrollto set out the first of these.
In his criticism of two nonscience-based
models, Carlson raises an excellent question:
What makes these models of nature appreciation a type of aesthetic appreciation?8But we
shouldask this questionof Carlson'sown model.
It strikes me as odd to claim that scientific
knowledge is essential for appreciatingnature
aesthetically. Scientific knowledge may be a
good starting point for appreciationcharacterized by curiosity,wonder,and awe, but is it necessary for perceiving aesthetic qualities?Counterexamples are not difficult to find. I can
appreciatethe perfect curveof a wave combined
with the rushing white foam of the wave crashing on to sand without knowing how waves are
caused. My judgmentof the wave as spectacular
and exhilaratingcan be dependentsolely on an
appreciationof perceptualqualities and any associations or feelings which give meaning to
these qualities. It might be argued that my response also involves the very basic knowledge
that what I see is a wave, but this cannot count
as an appreciative category for Carlson (as
shown by the waterfallexample above).I am not
suggesting a formalist approach which makes
knowledge irrelevantto aesthetic appreciation,
for thatwould "purifyaway"the richnessof aesthetic experience of nature.9All sorts of knowledge may be appropriateaccording to the particular object of appreciation,e.g., the cultural
narratives of history, religion, and folklore.'0
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However, while such knowledge may expand
appreciationas the backdropof an aesthetic response or when more actively fed in, this knowledge is not always essential to appreciation.
Carlson's emphasis on scientific knowledge
for framing appreciationalso raises a practical
problemfor his model. His motive for fixing the
appreciativecontext of aestheticjudgmentswith
scientific categories is to achieve some degree
of objectivity,so thatconservationistsand other
environmentaldecision makersmight more easily use it to determine the aesthetic value of
some part of the naturalenvironment.'1However, alongside this possible advantage is the
disadvantagethat scientific and aesthetic value
might become indistinguishablein the deliberative process. Ecological value in particularplays
a dominantrole in the process which leads to a
decision about how to conserve or manage the
naturalenvironment,yet aesthetic value is often
dismissed as too subjective and too difficult to
measure, and thus loses an important place
alongside other types of value. To ensure that
aesthetic value is treated seriously in practice,
we need a model of aesthetic appreciationof nature that carves out a distinctive place for aesthetic appreciationand provides an understanding of aesthetic value as not merely personal or
arbitrary.Carlson'smodel meets the second criterion, but I am doubtful that it meets the first,
because although it emphasizes disinterestedness, it lacks sufficient emphasis on other distinctive features of the aesthetic response, perception and imagination. We can develop a
model which meets both criteriaby prioritizing
these aspects of the aestheticresponse.(I expand
on this point in the next section, where I set out
my alternativeto the science-basedmodel.)
My final objection to the science-based
model involves a further concern about Carlson's emphasis on science. Another distinctive
aspect of aesthetic appreciationis its free and
disinterested character; in particular we are
freed up from instrumentalor intellectual concerns. In this respect, contemplation of the
beauty of buttercupsor seascapes is directedby
perceptual qualities, rather than the origins or
categories of these natural objects. Scientific
knowledge can impede attentionto these qualities, thus diverting aesthetic attention. Again
the problem stems from making scientific
knowledge a condition of appropriateaesthetic
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appreciation,with anotherundesirableimplication-the necessary condition is too limiting on
the aesthetic response.12 Although Carlsonprovides an excellent accountof the differencesbetween artworks and natural objects and how
these differencesshape our aestheticresponse,13
the naturalenvironmentalmodel does not adequately take on board the demands of aesthetic
appreciationwhen we move from art to nature.
In this context, we need an approachthat allows
for the freedom, flexibility, and creativity demanded by nature qua aesthetic object. The
complexity of natureprovides the possibility of
rich and rewarding aesthetic experience, but
such an experience is made as much by the object as by the percipient-we must take up the
challenge thatnaturalobjects offer. RonaldHepburnexpresses this well when he says that:
Aestheticexperienceof naturecanbe meagre,repetitive andundeveloping.
Todeploresucha stateof affairs and to seek ameliorationis to acceptan ideal
whichcanbe roughlyformulated
thus.It is the ideal
of a richanddiversifiedexperience,far fromstatic,
opento constantrevisionof viewpointandof organisationof thevisualfield,constantincreasein scopeof
whatcanbe takenas anobjectof rewarding
aesthetic
an idealof increasein sensitivityand
contemplation,
in mobilityof mindin discerningexpressivequalities
in naturalobjects.'4
This resounds Dewey's warning that the enemies of the aesthetic are those experiencesof the
world that are conventional, hackneyed, humdrum, and inchoate.15 Both Hepburn and
Dewey point to the power of imaginationas the
human capacity that enables us to create fresh
perspectives on the world. Imagination, along
with perception, is an important resource for
taking up the aesthetic challenge offered by our
naturalenvironment.
The most desirablemodel of aesthetic appreciation of naturewill solve the problem of how
to guide appreciationin the absence of artistic
context, and also meet the more practical criteria of providing a way to make aesthetic judgments which are not merely subjective and a
way to distinguish aesthetic value from other
values. With its emphasis on science, Carlson's
model cannot meet the first and third requirements. The natural environmental model is
problematicwith either a weak or strong foun-
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dation of science: minimizing the requirement
to everyday knowledge of objects makes the
foundation of the naturalenvironmentalmodel
ineffective for directing appreciation, while
strengtheningthe requirementmakes it both difficult to distinguish aesthetic from scientific
value and excessively restrictiveon the aesthetic
response.
How to cope with the indeterminacyof nature
without the help of artistic context is the problem here, and I have shown that we cannot find
a solution by replacing artistic context with the
constraintsof science. Nor does the solution lie
in turningpurely to the subject. In the next section I argue that we need an approach which
draws on both subject and object, where both
contribute to guiding the response, and I propose that instead of using scientific knowledge
as the basis of aesthetic appreciationof nature,
we turnto the aesthetic resourceswith which we
are more familiar.
III

My nonscience-based model draws on our perceptual and imaginative capacities to provide a
foundation for aesthetic appreciationof nature.
The model is loosely Kantian, for it also includes disinterestednessas a guide to appropriate appreciation.How exactly can these capacities providethe basis of a desirablealternativeto
the science-based approach? To answer this
question, I begin constructing my alternative
model with a discussion of the role of perception, before turningto the role of imagination.
As with art, the aesthetic response to natural
objects begins with perceptual exploration of
the aesthetic object. With Cupid and Psyche, I
explore the featuresin the painting, recognizing
the objects depicted as well as gradually interpreting what I see. This recognition and interpretationleads to an appreciationof the artist's
skill in composition and the expressiveness of
the depicted figures-Cupid's arrogancebeside
Psyche's sensuousness. With a naturalenvironment, such as a seascape, my perception is not
directed by what an artist has depicted, but it is
nonetheless directed by the recognition and enjoyment of perceptualqualities. I focus on the
foregroundof the seascape, the perfect curve of
the wave and the white foam which coincides
with the spectacular crashing sound of the
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waves hitting the sand. I delight in the contrast
of the still water in the horizon which presentsa
peaceful and dramatic backdropto the waves.
My appreciation of aesthetic qualities is directed by what I perceive, but what I pick out for
appreciationdepends to some extent on the effort I make with respect to engaging my perceptual capacities. With art, much depends on the
ability of the artist to create an engaging and
imaginative work of art. With nature,the character of the naturalobject to a great extent determines how much perceptual effort is required. It may take less effort to see the beauty
of a particularlygrandlandscapethana mudflat
or a wasteland. However, mudflats and wastelands may also have aestheticvalue, and perceiving that is dependentupon the effort of the percipient.
An example from my own experiencehelps to
illustratethis point. The local governmentwhere
I live is debating how to manage a landscape
that was formerly the site of an oil refinery.Besides some remnants of building foundations
and an old road around the site, it has become
a habitat for various plants, insects, and birds,
as well as pond life in two ponds on the site.
Some have arguedfor digging up the landscape
to replace it with a neat and trim park. Others
have arguedthatit shouldbe left as it is, with the
exception of building a boardwalkor path and a
few informationboardsto facilitate exploration
of the area for visitors. I have spent some time
exploring the place, and discovered that what
appearedto be an uninterestinglandscape was
in fact very aesthetically interesting. Through
careful attention to the various aspects of the
landscape, I discovered the graceful flight of
numerous birds, delicate wildflowers, and an
elegant pair of swans in one of the ponds. My
delight in these aspects of the place may have
been heightened by my backgroundknowledge
of the debateand the history of the place, butthe
aesthetic value I found there did not depend
upon such knowledge; rather, it depended on
perceptualinterest and immersion in the landscape.16
Such perceptual attentiveness is intimately
linked to imagination. Imagination encourages
a variety of possible perceptualperspectives on
a single naturalobject or a set of objects, thereby
expanding and enrichingappreciation.Hepburn
points to imagination'spower to
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shift attentionflexiblyfromaspectto aspectof the
naturalobjectsbeforeone,to shiftfocusfromcloseup to long shot,fromtextualdetailto overallatmospherichaze or radiance;to overcomestereotyped
groupingandclichedwaysof seeing.'7
Perception also supports the activity of imagination by providing the choreography of our
imaginings. In these ways, the perceptualqualities of the aesthetic object as well as the imaginative power of the percipientcome togetherto
direct aesthetic appreciation.
To illustrate the role of imaginations in our
aesthetic appreciationof nature,I identify four
specific modes of imaginative activity in relation to natural objects: exploratory,projective,
ampliative,and revelatoryimagination.19Alongside perception,these modes identify and organize many of the ways we use imaginationwhen
we appreciatenaturalobjects. We may use none,
some, or all of them, and our responses range
from imaginativelythin to imaginativelythick,
depending on the aesthetic object and the imagination of the percipient.
Exploratory imagination is the most closely
tied to perceptionof the various modes we use.
Here, imaginationexplores the forms of the object as we perceptuallyattend to it, and imagination'sdiscoveriescan, in turn,enrichand alter
our perception of the object. Whilst perception
does much of the work in simply grasping the
object and cordoning it off in our perceptual
field, it is imaginationthat reaches beyond this
in a free contemplationof the object. In this way
exploratoryimaginationhelps the percipientto
make an initial discovery of aesthetic qualities.
For example, in contemplatingthe barkof a locust tree, visually, I see the deep clefts between
the thick ridges of the bark. Images of mountains and valleys come to mind, and I think of
the age of the tree given the thickness of the
ridges and how they are spaced apart. I walk
aroundthe tree, feeling the wide circumference
of the bark. The image of a seasoned old man
comes to mind, with deep wrinkles from age.
These imaginings lead to an aestheticjudgment
of the tree as stalwart,and I respect it as I might
a wise old sage. My interpretationof the locust
tree is tied to its nonaesthetic qualities, such as
the texture of the bark, as well as the associations spawnedby perceptualqualities.
Another feature of the exploratory mode is
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that imagination sometimes undeliberately
searchesfor unity in a scene whereperceptionis
unequalto the task. Imaginationmay struggleto
bring together the various aspects of a moor
which stretchesbeyond sight by supplyingmissing detail or filling in what is not seen, such as
images of the landscapebeyond the horizon.
Projective imagination draws on imagination's projective powers. Projection involves
imagining "on to" what is perceived such that
what is actually there is somehow added to, replaced with, or overlaidby a projectedimage. In
this way projective imagination is associated
with deliberate"seeing as," where we intentionally, not mistakenly, see something as another
thing. We put "seeingas" to work in orderto try
out new perspectives on objects by projecting
images onto them.
In visually exploring the stars at night, imaginative activity may overlay perception in attempting to unify the various forms traced by
individualstars,perhapsby naturallyprojecting
geometrical shapes onto them. Sometimes we
take the further imaginative leap of projecting
ourselves into naturalobjects. For example, to
appreciate the aesthetic qualities of an alpine
flower, I might somatically imagine what it is
like to live and grow under harsh conditions.
Without imagining such conditions I would be
unable to appreciate the remarkable strength
hidden so beautifully in the delicate quality of
the flower. Both of these examples show how
imaginationprovides a more intimate aesthetic
experience, and thus allows us to explore aesthetic qualities more deeply than through perception alone.
The third mode of imaginative activity, ampliative imagination,involvesthe inventivepowers of imagination, and need not make use of
images. It is marked by heightened creative
powers and a special curiosityin its response to
natural objects. Here imagination amplifies
what is given in perceptionand therebyreaches
beyond the mere projectionof images onto objects. This activity may thus be described as
more penetrative,resultingin a deeperimaginative treatmentof the object. It is imaginationin
its most active mode in aesthetic experience.
This use of imaginationinvolves both visualizing and the leaps of imaginationthatenable us
to approachnaturalobjects from entirely new
standpoints. In contemplating the smoothness
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of a sea pebble, I visualize the relentless surging
of the ocean as it has shaped the pebble into its
worn form. I might also imagine how it looked
before it became so smooth, this image contributing to my wonder and delight in the object.
Merely thinking about the pebble is not sufficient for appreciating the silky smoothness
which is emphasizedby contrastingits feel with
an image of its pre-worn state. Ampliative imagination enables us to expand upon what we
see by placing or contextualizing the aesthetic
object with narrativeimages. Andrew Wyeth illustratesthis with anotherexamplefrom the sea.
A white mussel shell on a gravel bank in Maine is
thrilling to me because it's all the sea-the gull that
broughtit there,the rain, the sun thatbleachedit there
by a stand of spruce woods.20

Ampliative imagination also accounts for a
nonvisualizing activity in which we try out
novel ways to aesthetically appreciatesome object. Calling on imagination in this way facilitates our experience of a valley as imbued with
tranquillity,or by contrast, we might imagine
the cold, icy feeling of the glaciers that carved
out the valley's form.
Where ampliative imagination leads to the
discovery of an aesthetic truth,I call this imaginative activity revelatory.In this mode, invention stretches the power of imagination to its
limits, and this often gives way to a kind of truth
or knowledge about the world-a kind of revelation in the nonreligioussense. When my alternative contemplationof the valley, glaciers and
all, revealsthe tremendouspower of the earth to
me, a kind of truth has emerged througha distinctively aesthetic experience.
I want to distinguishan aesthetic truthfrom a
nonaesthetic truth according to the manner in
which it becomes known. We do not seek out
aesthetic truths in the way we seek out the answers to philosophical or scientific problems.
Rather,aesthetic truths are revealed through a
heightened aesthetic experience, where perceptual and imaginativeengagementwith naturefacilitate the kind of close attention that leads to
revelation.A quick glance at a lamb reveals little except an acknowledgmentof its sweetness.
But the fuller participation of perception and
imaginationcan lead to a truthaboutinnocence.
Contemplating the fresh whiteness of a lamb
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and its small, fragile statureevokes images of
purity and naivete. It is through dwelling aesthetically and imaginatively on such natural
things that we achieve new insight.
IV

The exploratory, projective, ampliative, and
revelatory modes of imagination explain how
imaginationguides aesthetic appreciationof nature. More generally, my model provides an
appreciative context by bringing together perception and imagination in place of scientific
knowledge.
However,my model raises a potentially serious objection. To what extent should imagination play a role in appreciation?It might be argued that the use of imagination is likely to
cause incorrect or inappropriateresponses by
trivializing the aesthetic object. Such trivial
treatment emerges with irrelevant imaginings
by the percipient, imaginings which cannot be
tied to the perceptualpropertiesof the object, or
those which indulge the percipientin a personal
fantasy. This line of argumentmight continue
by claiming that imaginationinevitablyleads to
an experiencewhich is too unpredictable,too arbitraryand proneto fantasy to guide appropriate
aesthetic appreciationof nature.
Carlson does not explicitly make this objection, but I believe that his model entails it. His
account of the justification of aesthetic judgments of natureincorporatesthe view that there
is an appropriateway to appreciatenaturalobjects when approachedfrom the aesthetic point
of view. Correctaestheticjudgmentdepends on
appreciationof natureinformedby science, and
therefore imaginative responses which diverge
from experiencingnaturalobjects throughtheir
ecological, geological, or other scientific categories would be inappropriate.
Although I have rejected Carlson'smodel as
too constraining,I do not think thatall imaginative responses are appropriate.Imaginationlet
loose can lead to the manipulationof the aesthetic object for one's own pleasure-seeking
ends. With art, the narrativeof a novel or characterization determines the imaginative response to some extent. With naturalobjects such
explicit guidance is absent, so on what grounds
is it possible to distinguish imaginings tied to
the object from those which are not? In some
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ways this seems an impossible task; a solution
to the problemis difficult to find even for art.21
However,it is possible to specify ways in which
imaginationneed not lead to aesthetic appreciation which trivializes and instrumentalizesnature, and thus to show that imaginativeengagement can provide a valuable alternativeto the
scientific approach.
The close connection between perceptionand
imagination in the aesthetic response provides
some help in distinguishing appropriatefrom
inappropriateimaginings. Wyeth's response to
the seashell involves an imaginative aspect
which is guided by attentionto perceptualqualities and the recognition that the object comes
from the sea. But problems arise if we depend
solely on the connection between imagination
and perception, because some imaginings can
be so tentativelytied to perceptualqualitiesas to
become inappropriatebecause they are irrelevant. For example, when coming upon Beachy
Head, a high cliff on the southcoast of England,
one is awestruckby the dramatic,sheer drop to
the sea, and this feeling is heightened by the
knowledge that this is a favorite suicide spot.
Imagining the feeling of jumping off the cliff
and the fear of someone standing at the top of
it accentuates the sublimity of the place. But
this train of images would become irrelevantto
aesthetic appreciation of the cliff if one then
imagined severalpossibilities, such as financial
difficulties, which might serve as a motive for
suicide.

Also, althoughmany images evokedby an object are obviously connected to its perceptual
properties,as in the example aboveof the tree as
an old man, there will be cases when particular
imaginings are appropriateeven if this is not so.
Some valuable uses of imagination do not
emerge through attention to perceptualproperties alone. Aldo Leopold's appreciation of a
mountain as wild and majestic is achieved
through"thinkinglike a mountain,"or a sort of
empathetic, imaginative identification with the
mountain.22

So despite the fact that perception helps to
guide our imaginings, reliance on the link between imaginationand perceptionalone will not
serve to distinguish appropriatefrom inappropriateimaginings. To remedythis, I suggest two
guidelines; the first is disinterestedness,while
the second is characterizedby comparingimag-
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ination to a virtue, so that we "imagine well"
when we use imagination skillfully and appropriatelyaccordingto the context of aesthetic appreciation. These guidelines are intended to be
flexible, since inflexibility will conflict with the
range of responsesdemandedby the diversityof
naturalobjects and percipients.
The first guideline, disinterestedness,characterizes aesthetic appreciation as nonpractical
and noninstrumental.Adherence to this guideline eliminates the dangerof self-indulgenceby
the imaginative subject. It might be arguedthat
thereis a tensionbetween the active engagement
of the subject'simaginationand the detachment
often associated with disinterestedness. However, disinterestednessdoes not entail cool, distanced detachment; rather, it requires detachment from self-interestedconcerns, and it does
not follow from this that the percipient's aesthetic response is passive.23 Properly understood, it is the active detachmentof disinterestedness that clears the ground for the free
activity of imagination,but it is also what keeps
it in check, thereby preventing self-indulgent
imaginativeresponses.In freeing the mind from
self-interestedand instrumentalconcerns,imagination can underpin appropriateappreciation
of the aesthetic object. Disinterestednesschecks
any thoughts or imaginings that stray from an
aesthetic focus in my appreciationof the seascape, such as fantasizing about the abundance
of shells I might collect if the waves were not so
big.
The first guideline specifically addressesthe
concernthatthe use of imaginationleads to selfindulgence, while the second targets irrelevant
imaginings. The second guideline requires a
more active role by the percipientin that she or
he is expected to "imagine well." Just as keen
ratherthan slack perceptionenables the discovery of aesthetic value in a wasteland, imagination can be used effectively or ineffectively in
the context of aesthetic appreciation.An analogy to virtue is helpful for explaining how to
"imaginewell." For Aristotle,virtue is not a natural capacity, but rather it is learned and acquiredthroughpractice.Wereacha comfortable
point where we exercise a virtue as a matterof
habit. Imagination too is developed through
practice, and it gains a habitualfooting just like
virtue. We can begin to see how an effective use
of imaginationmight develop, but how exactly
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would such a use sort relevant from irrelevant
imaginings? An importantaspect of virtue provides an answerto this question. The properassessment of the context or situationof the moral
problem (using practical reason), as well as
practice, provides the foundation of the appropriate virtue. In the aesthetic context, imagination is mobilized and exercised accordingto the
demands of the aesthetic object, so that we become able to determine the irrelevance of, for
example, some of the Beachy Head imaginings.
"Imagining well" involves spotting aesthetic
potential,having a sense of whatto look for, and
knowing when to clip the wings of imagination.
This last skill involves preventing the irrelevance of shallow, naive, and sentimentalimaginative responses which might impoverishrather
than enrich appreciation.24Imagining a lamb
dressed up in baby clothes might underline the
aesthetic truth of innocence, but it is sentimental and shallow, and it fails to direct an appreciation appropriately.Such discriminationsare not
always easy to make nor by any means clear-cut,
but throughpractice it is possible to develop the
skill of keeping imaginingson track.
V

Supportedby these guidelines, imagination,together with perception, can provide the framework for an alternativemodel which has several
advantagesover the science-based model. First,
it provides a frameworkfor aesthetic appreciation of naturewhich is basedin familiaraesthetic
sources, perception, imagination, and disinterestedness. In contrast to scientific knowledge,
perception and imagination provide a framework that is clearly aesthetic and which, in the
practical context, makes aesthetic value distinguishablefrom otherenvironmentalvalues, e.g.,
ecological, historical, and cultural.Another advantage lies in the alternativemodel's freedom
from the constraintsof scientific knowledge,because imaginationand perceptionfacilitate aesthetic ratherthan intellective attention,and also
because this approachdoes not requirespecific
knowledge of the percipient. This is especially
important in the practical context where environmentaldecision making involves a wide variety of individuals who enter into the deliberative process with more or less expertise. The
alternativemodel is more inclusive, more open
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to the aesthetic experiences of inhabitants,visitors, developers,local government,etc., in working out the best solution. My guidelines show
how inappropriateimaginings are avoided, and
in the practical context, they point to possible
agreement in aesthetic judgments within the
frameworkof perception and imagination. Arbitrary and self-interested imaginings are precluded by the guidelines, which makes it easier
to settle disputes in the deliberativeprocess.25
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1. By "naturalobject"I do not assume objects which have
never been touched by human beings, as is sometimes argued when "natural"is equated with "wilderness."When
using the term "natural"here I recognize the inevitabilityof
some humanrole in the genesis of much of whatwe call "nature,"from the significant role played by humansin the creation of an artificial lake or an English hedgerow,to the (arguably) negligible role in the appearance of Greenland's
icescapes. Acknowledgmentof the humanrole is likely to be
a component of the backgroundknowledge we bringto any
particularaesthetic encounterwith nature.
2. In this paper I shall focus on Allen Carlson'ssciencebased model since it is the most developedof them. See various papers by Carlson, including: 'Appreciation and the
Natural Environment,"The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism37 (1979): 267-275; "Nature,Aesthetic Judgment,
and Objectivity,"TheJournalof Aestheticsand Art Criticism
40 (1981): 15-27; "Natureand Positive Aesthetics," EnvironmentalEthics 6 (1984): 5-34; "Nature,Aesthetic Appreciation, and Knowledge,"TheJournalof Aestheticsand Art
Criticism53 (1995): 393-400. Otherversions of the model
can be found in Marcia MuelderEaton, "The Role of Aesthetics in Designing Sustainable Landscapes" (forthcoming), and "Factand Fiction in the Aesthetic Appreciationof
Nature"(in this issue); and Holmes Rolston III, "Does Aesthetic Appreciationof NatureNeed to be Science-Based?"
TheBritishJournalof Aesthetics 35 (1995): 374-386.
3. Examples of nonscience-based approaches include
Ronald Hepburn, "ContemporaryAesthetics and the Neglect of NaturalBeauty,"in Wonderand other Essays (EdinburghUniversity Press, 1984); Arnold Berleant, Aesthetics of the Environment(Temple University Press, 1992);
"The Aesthetics of Art and Nature,"in Landscape,Natural
Beauty and the Arts, eds. Salim Kemal and Ivan Gaskell
(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1993); and Living
in the Landscape: Towardsan Aesthetics of Environment
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(University Press of Kansas, 1997); Stan Godlovitch'smystery model: see Godlovitch, "Icebreakers:Environmentalism and NaturalAesthetics,"Journalof AppliedPhilosophy
11 (1994): 15-30; and Noel Carroll'sarousalmodel in "On
Being Moved By Nature: Between Religion and Natural
History," in Landscape, Natural Beauty and the Arts, eds.
Kemal and Gaskell.
4. KendallWalton,"Categoriesof Art," ThePhilosophical
Review 79 (1970): 334-367.
5. Carlson, "Natureand Positive Aesthetics," p. 26.
6. Carlson, "Nature,Aesthetic Appreciation,and Knowledge," p. 399. For Carroll'squote, see Carroll, "On Being
Moved by Nature,"p. 253.
7. Carlson, "Natureand Positive Aesthetics," p. 26.
8. See Carlson, "Nature, Aesthetic Appreciation, and
Knowledge,"pp. 394-395. The two models he criticizes are
Godlovitch's mystery model and Carroll's arousal model
(see note 3 above).
9. For some excellent remarkson the drawbacksof a formalist approach to aesthetic appreciation of nature, see
RonaldHepburn,"Trivialand Serious in Aesthetic Appreciation of Nature,"in Landscape,NaturalBeauty and the Arts,
eds. Kemal and Gaskell, pp. 72-73.
10. I should point out that scientific knowledge can expand appreciationas well. If my companiontells me thatthe
wave is an aspect of a greatlake, I might appreciatethe wave
as more spectaculardue to my surprisethat a lake could create such big waves. These additionalbeliefs expand my perception and add to appreciation. But this is only a minor
concession to the science-based approachbecause I maintain thatscientific knowledge is not a necessary condition of
appropriateaesthetic appreciationof nature.
11. For Carlson'sdefense of his model in this context, see
Carlson, "Natureand Positive Aesthetics."
12. I should note that Carlson does not support a dry
scientific approachas the model of aesthetic experience.He
has argued for the active, engaged, and disinterested approach of the aesthetic standpoint. Nonetheless, his condition of the correctscientific category stands,and he is critical of a strongly subjective stance. See Carlson:'Appreciating Art and AppreciatingNature,"in Landscape,Natural
Beauty and the Arts, eds. Kemal and Gaskell, pp. 203-205;
and 'Aesthetics and Engagement," The British Journal of
Aesthetics 33 (1993): 222-227.
13. See Allen Carlson, "EnvironmentalAesthetics," in A
Companion to Aesthetics, ed. D. Cooper (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1992), pp. 142-143.
14. RonaldHepburn,"Naturein the Light of Art," in Wonder and Other Essays (EdinburghUniversity Press, 1984),
p. 51.
15. See John Dewey, Art as Experience (New York:
Perigee Books, 1934), p. 40.
16. Sometimes finding aesthetic value in a wasteland is
impossible without the help of someone who has had more
experience of the landscape. As is often the case with art,
sometimes we fail to find aesthetic value for ourselves and
rely on others to direct us to aesthetic qualities we have not
discovered. Here I have in mind something like Sibley's
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seven critical activities (See Frank Sibley, 'Aesthetic Concepts," The Philosophical Review 67 [1959]: 421-450), although I do not think that appropriateappreciationof art or
naturerequiresthe expertise of an art critic or naturalist,respectively. The guidance of a companion who has viewed
the artworkbefore or is familiar with the landscapemay be
sufficient for the discovery of aesthetic qualities.
17.Hepburn,"Naturein the Light of Art," p. 47.
18. My use of the term imaginationis intendedto include
a range of imagination'scapacities, from visualizing powers
to imagination'smore inventivecapacities such as make-believe and imagining possibilities. I include here those powers which do not depend on visualizing and having mental
images.

19. The exploratory,projective,and ampliativemodes of
imagination are loosely borrowed from Anthony Savile,
who discusses them in relation to narrativepaintings. The
fourth, revelatory imagination, is my own. See Anthony
Savile, AestheticReconstructions(Oxford:Basil Blackwell,
1988).
20. These remarks are from an interview with Andrew
Wyeth in Wanda Corn, The Art of Andrew Wyeth(Greenwich, CT: New York Graphic Society, 1973), p. 55. I am
grateful to FranSpeed for this quotation.
21. Some useful ways to sort relevant from irrelevant
imaginingsare suggestedby RonaldHepburnin "Trivialand
Serious in Aesthetic Appreciationof Nature"and in "Landscape and the Metaphysical Imagination,"Environmental
Values5 (1996): 191-204. In the context of fiction, cf. Peter
Lamarque,"Inand Out of ImaginaryWorlds,"in Virtueand
Taste. Essays on Politics, Ethics, and AestheticsIn Memory
of Flint Schier, eds. Dudley Knowles and John Skorupski,
Philosophical QuarterlySupplementarySeries, vol. 2 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1993).
22. Aldo Leopold, A Sand CountyAlmanac (New York:
Oxford UniversityPress, 1949), p. 129.
23. My view of disinterestedness is based (loosely) in
Kant'sdiscussion of the concept, in which disinterestedness
is opposed to particularkinds of interest,namely,self-interest and practicalinterest,where in both cases we wish to use
the object as a means to some end (whetherthat end is pleasure or utility). Understoodin these terms, the logic of disinterestedness does not entail abstraction or passive contemplation,but only thatwe value the object for its aesthetic
qualities ratherthan how it might serve our ends. I have argued elsewhere that as a condition of aesthetic appreciation,
disinterestednessrequires that we set aside what we want,
but not who we are. (See "Don't Eat the Daisies: Disinterestedness and the SituatedAesthetic,"forthcomingin EnvironmentalValues7 [1998].) In this respect disinterestedness
guides imagination by precluding self-indulgence without
excluding"embedded"or "situated"aspectsof the percipient.
24. See also Hepburn,"Trivialand Serious in Aesthetic
Appreciationof Nature,"for issues relatedto this point.
25. I am grateful to Jane Howarth, anonymous referees,
and Arnold Berleant and Allen Carlson for their comments
on drafts of this paper.

